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Democratic Passion 
 

 That human offices are continually [one word illegible – encouraging?] great changes, 
that old passions and old forms of government are [two words illegible – bring/being altruism?] 
as displaced by some [one word illegible] force from either is a facet that is [one word illegible] 
will know, Still the world is ignorant to a [one word illegible] a lies extant as to the acclaim [one 
word illegible] that vice follow such vast changes. Whilst some [one word illegible] them with 
delight and believes them to be messages for an final happening, and I  [one word illegible] to 
assure by that [one word illegible] lays his world vice be eating food from feudal tyrannys & 
oppression – the Causation vice thus as may of coming Erie --- and as fraught with the most [one 
word illegible-efficient?] to deceit go to to freedom, But while these of feasting can they engaged 
[one word illegible – fatally? Debating?] whether these changes be for good or evil Desire still 
sully as by ceaseless cause being the victory something or this our pride and of aim or the other 
 The great [one word illegible] offering of this [one word illegible] is democracy.  The 
grand characteristic of which is energy, energy that not [one word illegible] very the dormant 
strength of a [one word illegible] pristine of society, but that every [one word illegible – author?] 
with lighting offend the heart of the peasant and the offended leave of the rich – producing not 
only the [one word illegible] races of the proud [one word illegible] – but [two words illegible] 
from this lethargy, so to a saver of this displeasing 
 
 
From the action of this principle. Peace arises the [two words illegible – spirited?]  of lit. giving 
feed the holliest effects of [ one word illegible] that leave ever [one word illegible] the Saving 
[one word illegible] of Ancient a modern history , it was [one word illegible] that [one word 
illegible] with a [one word illegible – recent?] Careful-- the slopes of the Alps, the [one word 
illegible – enduring?] that [one word illegible] subdued the slimy seas of the German [one word 
illegible], Impressingly his fears. [three words illegible] plunged thus seemly  [two words 
illegible] the heart of the [one word illegible – Reservation? Conversation?] find [one word 
illegible – unfurled?] the flag of freedom in the [one word illegible] of Senora [two words 
illegible]. 
 Why are the [one word illegible] of the Mediterranean the same to which the pilgrim 
from [one word illegible – Eup. abbreviation?] greater of the [one world illegible] journeys to to 
visit [two words illegible] the cradle of civilization the birthplace of axis of  Army of Philos. 
[one word illegible] lead the scurry of this highest and most pleasing achievement Because the 
hurry of Athens and Sparta lie as if massive – when the passion of Greece once flourishing grew 
to th greatest [one word illegible]. 
 What gain Rome the Empire of the land & brought the [one word illegible] brasing the 
[one word illegible] “Senatus populus seu romanus” to the [one word illegible – banks?] of the 
Eupehrates and Atlantis? [two words illegible- Dreme?]. 
 Much of all [one word illegible – distances?] Either in Ancient or Modern times in an 
County stayd preeminent – It is him we find this undying eyes so enough of [one word illegible], 
Chas, exhibits in says preaches of him [one word illegible] find it – day argue and so restrained. 



 The force of this passion cannot be [one word illegible – better?] illustrated than by 
referring to the thin [one word illegible] of the life of Charles [one word illegible] 
 
 
What by is that [one word illegible – emperor?] seem to [one word illegible – even?] the 
Atlantis, and with maybe but his [one word illegible – face?] on his [two words illegible – 
successes?]  a bille in his pocket to [one word illegible – prize? price?] the [one word illegible – 
premise? permanence?] solitude of the [one word illegible] tried ! It was the [prin.? Prince?] of 
Christiany [one word illegible] by compass. It was this that drew him from the Compass of his 
own native land that compelled him to leave Spring and luxury behind, to oreient from his 
mythes [one word illegible] and be Content with naught but the broad [three words illegible] for 
a lass so his [one word illegible – flaskes?] on the same day for his  [one word illegible]. 
Frequently this pass. on forgeting laid the foundation of an [one illegible word] Republican 
instability, and Beautied as the mind of [Amss?] the tree of bliss, the fruit of which is as much 
envying – Say since they be remembered – [three words illegible] when all the beating of the 
world  [three words illegible] with their minted [affirm?], When the tempes wicked 
[Opportunate?] this memory shall [hone?] the friend of the [one word illegible] out – When the 
dried braed of the final shall lean made by lain in the  [one word illegible]  and the Serpens shall 
cling to the mouldring mastes – then so and until then shall this [creed?] be forgotten.  
 The efforts of this fears., however, and not always focused by each good scurry – if the 
actors who are raged on ly this fears. In such actualities by the fewest nothing [one word 
illegible] nice found, that nice nothing [one word illegible] man from nueisance, but that mi. [one 
word illegible] say [one word illegible] of liking And This leaes. as it [one word illegible] in 
France in 1830 any in may [one word illegible] injuring to the French keeper – Yrs. it had semed  
 
 
good offers it gave their a fantaem of [one word illegible] and not being content with seeing a 
fantaem, they again situated the septer from the hand of their offenses & then off the [one word 
illegible] that hand them in slavery. And they Can now see – May they see be eased on by the 
passion of democ. And may [one word illegible] Hiram  [two words illegible] to form a 
government as kings & prosperous as an even sensing [one word illegible]. 
 Hanging to caught the infessation – but she failed – Her little but noble land was too 
small to cap. with the combined forces of Russia & Austria – the main in his misfesting, He says 
of for the face of a Russian,  and the final a freedom with one [one word illegible] down the 
magniec. of divine wrath when the heads of her oppressors – Say may the curses & hate & the 
hisses of scum fall upon theirs – 
 And proud o’er their main forces be hisse’d  
 The layttie of [one word illegible], the [one word illegible – jury?] of the missed.  Eng. & 
Ireand since next month the attemps. This pass. leas. not [one word illegible – knowingly?] 
dormant within breast of the Eng. & their prayer – 
 “Oh leash the day just [one word illegible] 
  Accomplish thy reign 
 [one word illegible] the blessings then hastful gain 
 Going on all [two words illegible] 
 This equal lying – be squary engaged 
 And human kind for human good [one word illegible] 



 This can and not the sovereign shall sustain 
 And peace and justice undisputed riegn” 
Our country has not been unnoticed – but the time since soon came when Whigs and Princes 
shall be hushed from their royal seats, When the novice the Aristoeians so the people shall be 
placed on equal footing, then will the flag of freedom wave in every [two words illegible] in 
Europe, The last [one word illegible – build?] of tyranny be broken asunder – And the people be 
goo. & Repub. mistaking & some principles.  
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